
Induction Stabilization of Model Rockets 

The induction stabilization of rockets refers to the use of the high speed gases from the exhaust 

of a rocket motor to draw (i.e. induce) air flow through the body of the rocket in such a way as to 

stabilize the flight of the rocket. This stabilization either steers the rocket to face into the wind, 

resists changes in the rocket’s pitch and yaw orientation, or some combination thereof. 

  



Finless Re-direction of Air Flow—Air Inlet at or Near the Exhaust 

Finless redirection of air uses the engine exhaust and the tail end of the body tube to deflect 

ambient air flow without the use of fins. Experiments conducted by David Hall in 2014 

demonstrated that the finless redirection of ambient airflow can be achieved as easily as 

recessing the rocket motor into the base of the body tube of the rocket. Turbulent mixing of 

exhaust flow with air inside the body tube results in a cone of expanding diameter (yellow) that 

leaves the body tube along the longitudinal axis of 

the rocket. At the same time more ambient air is 

being drawn into the base of the rocket to replace 

that air which is being ejected with the exhaust. 

The air entering the base of the rocket originally 

had a velocity and a radius of action (Vwind and 

Rwind) about the (CG) of the rocket, defining how 

much angular momentum the captured ambient air 

brings to the rocket. Since the captured air leaves 

the rocket along its longitudinal axis (R=0), the 

angular momentum leaving with the captured air is 

reduced to near zero. The net captured angular 

momentum turns the rocket into alignment with the 

relative wind. That is to say, it aligns the rocket 

into the relative wind and thus “stabilizes” it.  This 

is also what fins do: receive the ambient air at the 

angle of attack, θ, from which it approaches and 

then directs the air to the rear more in-line with the 

rocket’s longitudinal axis. The recessed rocket 

motor thus works like fins, but unfortunately at the 

expense of a decrease in thrust. 

The suction required to draw in the ambient air 

(light blue) increases as the motor is recessed at 

greater depths within the body tube. If the motor is 

recessed too deeply, the suction becomes great 

enough that the drop in pressure expands the 

(yellow) cone of out-going gas until it cuts off the 

intake flow (blue) altogether. This cut-off of intake 

flow results in an abrupt loss of thrust usually 

termed Krushnic Effect by modelers. Hall was able to insert his motor 1.75” into a 3” diameter 

rocket body without triggering the cut-off of intake flow and the associated major loss of thrust, 

but there is an easy way to prevent the intake and exhaust flows from having to compete with 

each other for flow area: keep them physically separated. 



David Hall reasoned that stability was a result of the CG being ahead of the center of pressure 

(CP), as demonstrated by the knife-edge balancing of a paper cutout of the rocket. This, 

however, is a fallacy based on a long-standing “theory” in the model rocket community that 

centers of pressure (or lift) correspond to centers of area. In fact, for shallow angles of attack the 

forces exerted by the airflow on a finless, constant diameter rocket are limited primarily to the 

rocket’s forward facing surfaces (i.e. the nose cone) and tail suction on the rear of the rocket, 

which taken together will not stabilize a rocket of constant diameter. Despite the questionable 

theoretical explanation, Hall’s rocket clearly demonstrated a means of stabilizing finless models. 

Simple modifications based on a more complete picture of what is taking place improve the 

efficiency of this technique. 

Holes punched in the sides of the body tube near the base of the motor allow ambient air to enter 

the tube from the sides without passing through the base of the body tube where it flows counter 

to the expanding cone of mixed exhaust gases and entrained air. A major collapse of thrust is no 

David Hall's 3 inch diameter finless rocket demonstrated that a recessed motor could stabilize a finless rocket by drawing 

ambient air into the base of the body tube and then expelling it along the longitudinal axis of the rocket, much as fins re-

direct air flow in conventional model rockets.  Photo and drawing supplied by David Hall. Not recommended. 



longer likely and thrust losses can be kept small with adequate flow 

areas for the ambient air entering from the sides. Greater entrained 

air flow and hence an even stronger stabilizing effect are now 

possible. 

This technique of using entrained air to provide a fin-like stabilizing 

effect is an alternative to the use of clear plastic fins to stabilize 

scale models of finless rockets. This pseudo-fin stabilization still 

requires nose weight and a launch rail to get up to an adequate air 

speed before it will stabilize the rocket. The precise location where 

the air enters the rocket is not critical so long as it is not entering 

above the center gravity where it would actually have a 

destabilizing effect. An open flow path to the base of the rocket 

should be maintained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Induction Tube Stabilization—Air Inlet at or Near the Center of Gravity 

There is a more capable technique called induction tube stabilization that is not dependent on the 

rocket’s air speed and allows the launch of rockets without using launch rails. Induction tube 

stabilization has been used since the 1950s to stabilize marine signal rockets. These signal 

rockets are of simple design. The rocket is made of a single aluminum tube with the motor 

mounted inside near the center of the pipe and occupying roughly ¼ of the total length. The flare 

and parachute fill the upper roughly 40% of the pipe. The hollow induction tube is the lowest 1/3 

of the pipe with the three large open slots serving as air inlets. IKAROS was the first so-called 

“tube” parachute flare rocket introduced by Hansson of Sweden in 1959. The author introduced 

the “induction tube” designation in 1964applied to model rockets. 



  



The author’s first flight of an induction rocket was in 1964. Being unaware of the Swedish signal 

rocket design, I chose the name “induction tube rockets” for a science fair project. The induction 

tube model rocket bears some superficial resemblance to Ikaros but is lightweight and mostly 

hollow after the fashion of model rockets. Induction tube stabilization differs from the pseudo-fin 

stabilization of model rockets in that it is not dependent on the speed of the rocket into the wind 

to provide stability. Induction tube stabilization is enabled by engine thrust independent of air 

speed, and it stabilizes the rocket by freezing its pitch and yaw angles rather than by aligning the 

rocket into the wind. The outward difference in appearance between 

pseudo-fin rockets and induction tube rockets is the placement and size 

of the air intake(s). For induction rockets the intakes are larger and are 

placed at or near the center of gravity rather than near the base of the 

rocket. An intake at the center of gravity has near-zero radius of action 

for any momentum in the ambient air entering the intake. 

A basic induction tube stabilized model rocket looks the same as a 

conventional model rocket except for the absence of fins and the 

presence of large air intakes near the center of the body. There are 

additional differences however. The induction tube model rocket has 

the engine mounted in the forward body tube rather than the base of the 

rocket. The rocket requires no nose weight and is therefore lighter than 

a traditional model rocket. The lower body tube is the “induction tube” 

through which the engine fires, drawing very large quantities of air into 

the rocket and out the base.  

How does this stabilize the rocket? If the rocket rotates about its center 

of gravity, the air leaving the base of the rocket will be imparted with 

angular momentum equal to the mass flowrate times the tangential 

velocity imparted to the flow by the rocket’s rotation. Whatever 

angular momentum leaves with the exhaust flow, must come from a 

reduction in the angular momentum of the rotating rocket. This rapidly 

stops any rotation of the rocket, “freezing” (i.e. stabilizing) its 

orientation in pitch and yaw. The rocket flies straight until engine 

thrust ceases. This stabilizing effect is purely dependent on the airflow 

generated by the engine thrust, not on the airspeed of the rocket. The 

effect is quite pronounced. The stabilizing flow develops virtually 

instantaneous when the engine fires and is well established before the 

rocket begins to move. For rail-less launch optimum induction tube 

L/D is about 2 or 3, somewhat shorter than on Inductive Mayhem. 

 

William F. Cook's Inductive Mayhem is 

a typical well made induction tube 

stabilized model rocket. 



Whether air is drawn into the rocket near its base (“pseudo-fin”), near the center of gravity 

(“induction tube”) or somewhere in between, these rockets will be referred to generally as 

induction rockets from this point forward. This Polaris is an example of a finless induction 

stabilized semi-scale model. Air intakes are cut into the lower black painted roll pattern. The 

model can be fired from this simple rail-less pad or from a matching scale submarine launch 

tube.  

 

The body tube through which the engine discharge passes must be able to manage the high 

temperature of the flame. Paper will in most cases be insufficient. Thin-walled aluminum soda 

pop, juice and beer cans are usually adequate to manage the flame temperatures of common 

black powder model rocket motors while actually weighing less than paper body tubes of the 

same diameter but greater wall thickness. A list of some common can sizes follows: 

Inserting a rolled-up 

piece of paper renders 

the air intakes clearly 

visible. Two larger 

chevron-shaped holes 

accommodate engine 

removal as well. A 

paper punch was used 

to make the round 

holes; a drill will also 

work. 



C0MM0N ALUMINUM CAN SIZES   

Can Type                      O.D.              Straight Barrel      L/D (straight)   

Coppertone 1.6oz spray 1.361”/34.58mm  3.87”   2.85 

Got2b Mousse 7.2oz  1.75”/44.5mm   7.31”   4.18   

Aussie Hair Spray 6.8oz 1.772”/45mm   5.97”   3.37 

Suave Dry Shampoo  1.921”/48.8mm  5.8”   3.02 

V-8 Juice 8oz single  2.088”/53.0mm  4.57”   2.19 

Aussie Sprunch 10oz  2.088”/53.0mm  7.37   3.53 

Red Bull 12oz   2.25”/57.2mm   5.39”   2.40 

Febreze Air Effects   2.324”/59.0mm  6.41”   2.76 

Ball 16oz energy drink 2.602”*/66.09mm  5.44”   2.09 

El Mexicano 500ml juice 2.602”*/66.09mm
  

5.44”   2.09 

Ball 23.5oz green tea  2.85”/72.4mm      6.56”   2.30 

Arizona Juice 23oz  2.85”/72.4mm   6.56”   2.30 

Ball 24oz juice can  2.88”/73.2mm   6.30”   2.19 

Ball 32oz juice can  3.30”/83.8mm   6.50”   1.97  

Of particular importance is the length of the straight-walled section of the can. Once the ends of 

the can are removed, will the cylindrical section remaining be long enough to match the desired 

length for the induction tube? Paper tubes and cans of the same diameter may be used to build up 

the full length of the rocket so only the induction tube needs to be made of thin-walled 

aluminum. These are the practical design considerations to be addressed. Note that a can O.D. of 

2.602” is an exact diameter match for a BT-80 body tube and there are a few other can diameters 

that are near matches for other standard sizes of paper body tubes. The cans themselves can be 

used as either an internal or external mandrel to roll your own matching paper tubes. This is best 

done when the pressure stabilized can is still pressurized (i.e. unopened) or stiffened with rolled 

up magazines or newspaper. 

Induction rockets require careful alignment of the engine tube during construction but are 

otherwise not much different from conventional model rockets so far as required skill level is 

concerned. Ejection charge delays should be kept short since the finless rocket will become 



unstable when the engine ceases to produce thrust. The finless rocket will not come in 

streamlined if the parachute fails to deploy. 

This induction tube stabilized “IRBM” shown here has a false tank dome on top of the 1
st
 stage 

which is removed to allow the motor (pink nozzle) to fire down thru the hollow 1
st
 stage that acts 

as the induction tube. No launch rail is used. The bull nose is made from half a plastic Easter egg 

and contains the parachute. The paper upper body and thin-walled juice can lower body are 

epoxied together with hardwood hot-dog sticks. Engine is a C6-3. The hardwood sticks may be 

attached either externally or internally. Careful centering and alignment of the top and bottom 

tubes is critical. An empty drawer or bookshelf can hold the tubes in precise alignment while 

gluing. I find it easier to epoxy one stick at a time. 

When launched, the entrained air noticeably expands the engine 

exhaust, and the induction tube has a low frequency resonance that 

amplifies engine noise. More bang for the buck from small engines. 

The rocket was tipped slightly to the right toward the video camera 

(looks like a pack of cigarettes). Despite a stiff breeze from behind the 

cameraman, the rocket remained gimbal-locked (i.e. weather-cock 

free) until thrust termination, after which it commenced coning and 

slowed quickly. (With fins the same rocket could still be launched 

without a launch rail but would remain stable after thrust termination.)  


